LEADING THE WAY IN TRACK SYSTEM SOLUTIONS SINCE 1937

We aim to deliver the world’s best system track solutions. The Pandrol global family of companies combines leadership R&D with specialisation in rail fastening products and installation; track engineering, maintenance and analysis; noise and vibration reduction; and rail electrification. Founded in 1937 and headquartered in the UK, Pandrol is the global rail fastenings leader with more than 2 billion products in service in over 100 countries.
Pandrol Quality means ensuring our customers receive exactly what is ordered, on time, every time. We’re committed to ensuring every Pandrol product offers exceptional performance and reliability.

Certified ISO 9001 quality management is the baseline for our global operations. Pandrol quality systems are audited annually by world-renowned Standards Institutions. Our open door policy invites customers to visit our manufacturing and testing facilities, as well as those of our suppliers. Pandrol customers choose us with complete confidence.
ETHICAL STANDARDS
Our strict ethics policy guides all Pandrol operating companies. We respect local and international laws, support universal human rights and strive to minimise impact on our surroundings.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
All Pandrol operating companies follow a clear equal opportunities policy. We recruit, promote and treat employees fairly, without discrimination on grounds of sex, race, marital status, contract status, age, sexual orientation or religion.

BECOMING GREENER
Pandrol is becoming greener every year. We’ve achieved many environmental targets, such as reducing transport and energy waste, and we’re working on more. Pandrol operations are benchmarked against certified ISO 14001 standards.

POSITIVE SOCIAL IMPACT
Pandrol positively engages with local communities in the 10 different countries we manufacture in. We strengthen communities by creating sustainable jobs, and kick-start careers by developing local talent. Pandrol employees are treated fairly and work in safe environments.

CUSTOMER FOCUS
Pandrol customers benefit from the most cost-effective and specialised solutions, built on more than 75 years as a global industry leader. With operating companies in 10 countries, and rail track products in service in over 100 countries, our customers receive excellent local service all over the world.

SUSTAINING EXCELLENCE
Our customers can depend on Pandrol to lead the way in rail track solutions, now and in the future. We are constantly developing new products and more efficient methods, so we can continue to exceed customer expectations for years to come.
THE FIVE PILLARS OF OUR SUCCESS

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS, LOCAL SERVICE
From arid desert to sub-zero coast, Pandrol has a highly evolved solution for every environment. Our thousand-strong team covers the globe.

RESPONSIVE

LEADERSHIP IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Pandrol customers benefit from technology leading products, rigorous testing and the best on-site support through our global R&D facilities.

INNOVATIVE

NOBODY KNOWS TRACK BETTER THAN WE DO
We’ve been serving the world’s rail track systems for over 75 years. Pandrol solutions are at the heart of more than 400 railways, in over 100 countries.

EXPERIENCED

QUALITY PROVEN ALL OVER THE WORLD
More than 2 billion Pandrol products are in service today. Our unrivalled expertise and approach to quality, compliance, engineering and design mean they perform longer and need fewer replacements.

SUSTAINABLE

GREENER, LEANER AND COMMUNITY-MINDED
Pandrol sets ambitious environment and efficiency targets and meets them. We’re reducing waste and improving the communities we work in.

RELIABLE
A CONNECTED FAMILY OF RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE EXPERTS

We believe the ideal rail track solution comes not from one provider, but from a globally coordinated group of specialists in each field. Our international network of companies ensures we can be truly local and global, providing tailored solutions that achieve one outstanding worldwide standard.
THE GLOBAL RAIL FASTENINGS LEADER
The world’s premier provider of rail fastening solutions. Pandrol leads the way in rail fastening quality, innovation and sales.
Our international presence ensures local service for customers everywhere.

QUIETER, MORE SUSTAINABLE RAILWAYS
Pandrol CDM Track solutions increase the lifespan of railway systems, while reducing their impact on the environment.
CDM Track’s acclaimed products mitigate vibration and sound from train, tram and metro systems around the world.

EXPERTS IN RAILWAY INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
Rosenqvist makes railway construction and maintenance faster and more efficient.
Rosenqvist provides cost-effective, time-saving installation equipment that increases productivity, reduces possession times and improves safety.

IMPROVING RAILWAY SAFETY BY THINKING DIFFERENTLY
Vortok employs clever engineering to develop unique solutions for rail stressing, signalling and more.
Focused on quality, productivity and cost, Vortok products improve the safety of railway infrastructure and workforces.

RAIL TRACK ELECTRIFICATION SYSTEMS
Complete electrification solutions for rigid catenary and third-rail conductor system railways, from design to engineering and supply.
Electrification Railtech also provides fully automatic systems for trolley buses and tramways.
From the Americas to Australia, Africa to Asia, and pole to pole, Pandrol customers know they can count on local knowledge and expertise. We have offices all over the world, staffed by a helpful, global, multi-lingual team. We've completed projects in every continent, on hundreds of railways. And our product offering is ready for every application, in diverse environments and climates. Wherever our customers’ projects take them, Pandrol rail track solutions fit right in.

For contact details visit www.pandrol.com/contact

GLOBAL PRESENCE. LOCAL SERVICE.

COMMUNITY MINDED

SUPPORTING MORE THAN

415 CUSTOMERS

IN 100+ COUNTRIES

1957

Norwegian engineer, Per Pande-Rolfsen, designs a new fastening. Subsequently known as ‘The Pandrol Clip’

OVER 75 YEARS OF SERVICE TO RAILWAYS

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

From arid desert to sub-zero coast, Pandrol’s thousand strong team covers the globe

20+

OUR GLOBAL TEAM SPEAKS OVER 20 LANGUAGES

We’re reducing waste and looking after the countries we work in

IN 100+ COUNTRIES

GLOBAL PRESENCE. LOCAL SERVICE.

For contact details visit www.pandrol.com/contact

2 BILLION
MORE THAN 2 BILLION PANDROL PRODUCTS ARE IN SERVICE

Products suitable for every type of track

From metros through to high speed rail and heavy haul